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REVIEW COMMENTS ON THE INITIAL DRAFT
DIVISION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT MANUAL

1. Minor editorial comments have been noted throughout the manual. Also, many
attachments/appendices were not attached. The distinction between an attachment or an appendix is not
clear (both terms are used), there may be a consistency problem.

2. The format of the chapters is not consistent. Specifically, the 0100 and 0200 series of chapters is
different from those numbered 0300 and upward. Many of the 0300 and upward chapters do not have
"Responsibilities" sections. A standard format should be adopted and applied to entire document. First
level headings (major sections) could be as follows:

Purpose
Background or Policy (optional)
Definitions (optional)
References (optional)
Responsibilities
Procedure (or Implementation)

3. Pages, except in rare cases, are not numbered. Numbering the pages of each chapter, perhaps
including the chapter identification, as in 0100-1, 0100-2, etc., is recommended.

4. The IQA Plan could be made a part of the manual rather than a separate document for the following
reasons:

i. The chapter for IQA indicates that the IQA Plan was approved in 1986, but the Plan itself has
no signatures or effective dates, suggesting that it is not the same as the 1986 version.

ii. It also has some parts deleted, apparently since 1986, suggesting that changes have been made,
but have not yet been approved.

iii. Some difficulties and awkwardness may come up with having a controlled document (IQA Plan)
within another controlled document (HLWM Manual), i.e., a change to the IQA Plan requires a
change to the manual.

iv. The Manual itself could be considered as the IQA plan, with a more comprehensive set of
procedures.

The IQA Plan could be incorporated as a part of the manual in the following ways:

i. The policies and procedures of the IQA Plan could be consolidated and made into individual
chapters of the manual, numbered 0220, 0221, 0222, etc. The index of policies and procedures could
be deleted since the manual table of contents would cover it.

ii. The IQA procedures that just refer the reader to another manual section could be deleted.

iii. The IQA Plan would then be a series of manual chapters specifically addressing IQA issues.
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5. Chapter 0450 concerning receipt of information from DOE was missing from the manual presented
for review.

6. Chapters 0140 and 0150 had titles switched in the Table of Contents. Not all titles were accurate
(compared to the titles in the chapters) in the Table of Contents.

7. Applicable WM Policy memoranda were reviewed to verify that the manual conformed to the policies.
The manual does not address all of the policies, but no contradictions to the policies were identified in
the manual.

WM Policy #14, "QA Procedures for Technical Assistance Projects" 5/29/80

Summary: This policy requires independent review and verification of all numerical computations and
mathematical equations and derivations. All reports shall be annotated to indicate that reviews and
verifications has been accomplished prior to submission to the NRC.

Affected Manual Chapter: 0510; "(Control of Purchased Services) Center for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analyses"

Comments: Chapter 0510 does not mention the review and verification requirement nor the required
annotation. Although CNWRA procedures require independent technical reviews and verification of
calculations, the CNWRA contract does not specifically invoke WM Policy #14.

WM Policy #22, Rev. 2, "Placement of WM Documents in the NRC Public Document Room"
1/22/85

Summary: This policy identifies the documents to be placed in the PDR and those withheld from
public disclosure.

Affected HLWM Chapter: 0440; "Document Control"

Comments: Chapter 0440 appears to incorporate the requirement for distribution to the PDR.

WM Policy #30, "Establishment of Telephone Recording Device for High-Level Waste Meetings"
6/18/84

Summary: This policy provides for an "800" number recording announcing HLW meetings, and
requires branch chiefs to submit listings of upcoming meetings.

Affected HLWM Manual Chapter: 0140; "Interface Control for Interactions with the Department of
Energy"

Comments: Chapter 0140 discusses meetings open to the public and notices for such meetings, but
does not specifically mention notice for the telephone recording.
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WM Policy #33, "Division of Waste Management Internal Quality Assurance (IQA) Policy"
12/12/84

Summary: This policy establishes an IQA program to develop IQA Plans, conduct audits, and
perform assessments. This work was to be initiated by an IQA Team, with a coordinator and
representatives from each section.

Affected HLWM Chapter: 0220; "HLWM Internal QA Plan"

Comments: Chapter 0220 implements the policy, and addresses audits and assessment. The IQA Plan
does not mention an IQA Team, but assigns responsibility to manage the IQA program to the QA
Section Leader.

WM Policy #34, "Meetings with DOE with State and Tribal Participation" 7/2/85 and Supplement
1, 3/23/87

Summary: This policy sets the guidelines for including the State and Indian tribes in NRC/DOE
meetings.

Affected HLWM Chapter: 0150; "Interface Control for Interactions with States, Tribes, and Affected
Units of Local Government"

Comments: Chapter 0150 requires notification two weeks prior to the meeting, while Supplement 1
to WM Policy #34 requires at least 10 working days notice. The requirements are roughly
equivalent.

WM Policy #41, "Standard Training for New Employees" 2/23/87

Summary: This policy identifies materials to be made available for new employees.

Affected HLWM Manual Chapter: none

Comment: The policy probably does not need to be addressed in the manual.

WM Policy #43, "Staff Guidance for Interfacing with the Department of Energy" 7/18/88

Summary: The policy provides detailed guidance for the various types of interactions with DOE.

Affected HLWM Manual Chapters: 0140; "Interface Control for Interactions with the Department
of Energy" and 0310; "Conduct of Employees"

Comments: These chapters appear to implement the policy for conference calls and meetings.
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WM Policy #45, "Staff Guideline for Conduct of Site Visits and Audits" 9/8/88

Summary: The policy provides guidance for coordination of staff actions in regard to preparations,
conduct of the visit or audit, and reporting.

Affected HLWM Manual Chapters: 0310; "Conduct of Employees", 0320; "Conduct of Site Visits"
and 0630; "Conduct of Audits of DOE by HLWM"

Comments: These chapters appear to implement the policy for audits and site visits.
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